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while the bayesian and maximum entroy estimators are of trial and error statistical approach,
our source de-convolution, which is the essence of Einstein-Lorentz velocities additions-
subtractions formula, is deterministic in nature.

JWS33/W/21-B2 1605 
SEARCH INFORMATION RESOURCE IN THE FIELD OF OCEANOGRAPHY USING
INTERNET

Evgeny D. Vyazilov and Valentine I.Ibragimova (Russian Research Institute of Hydrometeorological
Information - World Data Center 6, Korolyov St., Obninsk, Kaluga region, 249020, Russia, 
e-mail: vjaz@meteo.ru)

An abundance of WEB sites created in INTERNET on oceanography as well as their volume
make search and browse of the necessary data very difficult. A lot of servers already are
provided with pages containing the list of hat links that are considered useful for the potential
users. These addresses are often poorly classified and are not accompanied with information.
The most well classified server is IOC WEB site. From viewpoint of search of different
organizations' pages, involved in the ocean exploration, this is the best server. Unfortunately,
information resources are not presented there. In some research directions the special pages
are already created of a general character. Those pages present summaries on information
resources in this or that country (e.g. Russian information resources in INTERNET) or
separate scientific directions. 
That is why there is a strong demand for creation a page for organizing a search of information
resources in the field of oceanography. The structure of such a page is as follows: general
address (publish house, libraries, magazines, councils, education, hot links, search of work,
conferences, funds, plays and other); metadata (platforms, experts, databases, formats,
projects, inventories and other); information on organizations (address, functions, projects, in
which participate organization); information technology (GIS, software, satellite, ftp).

JWS 33/E/14-B2 1620
ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING ENVIRONMENT IN GEOPHYSICS

Vitaly NECHITAILENKO (Geophysical Center, Russian Academy of Sciences, 3 Molodezhnaya Str,
Moscow 117296, RUSSIA, email: vitaly@wdcb.rssi.ru)

The paper will discuss the state-of-the-art of electronic publishing in geophysics and its
nearest perspectives with the emphasis on technical issues, especially on creating an
integrated environment for collecting and managing both data and results of their analysis. 
The discussed EP environment (http://eos.wdcb.rssi.ru/) developed at Geophysical Center
RAS includes a full set of technologies and tools for preparation of papers from manuscript to
print and online versions, including online submissions, peer-review process, updating and
revising papers, back- and forward referring, markup language conversion, hyperlinking based
on automatic syntax analysis, and interface to data bases and interactive components. 
The current EP technologies and tools, and those which will appear in the nearest years,
produce strong influence on authors' and publishers', as well as data producers' and data
managers', roles and vice versa. In this respect an emphasis will be given to hot and cool
technologies and tools, a problem of their harmonization. Main elements of the paper are
supported by online presentation.

Presiding Chair: V Gitis (Institute for Information Transmission 
Problems, RAS, Moscow, Russia)

JWS33/W/22-B2 Poster 1635-01
NETDC: A SYSTEM TO NETWORK SEISMOLOGICAL DATA CENTERS

Tim AHERN and Rob Casey (IRIS Data Management Center, 1408 NE 45th Street, #201, Seattle, WA
98105, USA, Email: tim@iris.washington.edu); Doug Neuhauser and Stephane Zuzlewski (475
McCone Hall, UC Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA Email: doug@perry.berkeley.edu); Bernard
Dost (ORFEUS Data Center, PO Box 201, 3730 AE De Bilt, the Netherlands, Email: dost@knmi.nl);
Genevieve Roult (Institute de Physique du globe de Paris, Dept. de Sismologie, Programme
GEOSCOPE, 4, Place Jussieu, 75252 Paris cedex 05, France, Email: groult@ipgp.jussieu.fr)

The Federation of Digital Broadband Seismographic Networks (FDSN) has implemented a
system that supports data request processing for distributed data centers. The NETDC system
allows users to make requests for various types of information to any of the participating data
centers, independent of where the data actually reside.
The NETDC system manages the coordination of information requesting and information
distribution between the data centers in a manner that is transparent to the seismological data
requester. At the present time requests can be made for station inventories, channel response
information, and for seismic waveform data. The system is easily extensible to other data types.
Currently data centers in Seattle, Washington, Berkeley, California, deBilt, the Netherlans and
Paris, France have installed this system. This presentation will summarize how the NETDC
system works, what the present status of the system is and hopefully encourage other
disciplines to consider a similar method for standardizing methods of coordinating a globally
distributed system of data centers.

JWS33/W/34-B2 Poster 1635-02
ADVANCES IN CRYOSPHERIC DATA MANGEMENT

Roger G. BARRY, Ronald L. S. Weaver, Matthew Cross, Gregory Scharfen (National Snow and Ice
Data Center, CIRES, Campus Box 449, University of Colorado Boulder, Colorado, 80309)

Over the past 10-15 years the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) has played a pro-
active role in cryospheric data management. Three themes illustrate the advances that have
been made. (1) In the areas of new integrative products, three major CD-ROMs were
produced. These comprise: the first global assembly of data and information on frozen ground
and permafrost; the CAPS CD-ROM which contains digital maps of permafrost, numerous soil
temperature and borehole data sets, a 12-language glossary, a cumulative bibliography and
an inventory of Russian permafrost maps. A second example is the Polar Pathfinder Sampler
CD-ROM that provides combined fields of IR/VIS AVHRR, passive microwave SSM/I and
TOVS atmospheric sounder data in a common (Equal Area Scalable Earth Grid) geo-
referenced system. A third product is an educational CD (Into the Arctic), designed for schools,
using Greenland ice core climate data. (2) NSIDC has provided leadership in data set
collection and dissemination through active collaboration with scientific societies and
organizations. These include the IPA, the WGMS for glacier inventory data, CONMAP SCAR
for the US National Antarctic Data Center for Antarctic metadata, the WMO Commission on
Maritime Meteorology for the Global Sea Ice Data Bank and the International Antarctic Buoy
Program (IABP). (3) NSIDC's participation in the GCOS TOPC and the IPA Working Group on
Data and Information has helped stimulate the organization of a global monitoring network for
ground temperature regime (the Circumpolar Active Layer Monitoring Program network),

involving data protocols, site selection etc. at the national level. NSIDC's role in the US NSF
ARCSS Data Management and the Antarctic Master Directory contributed to the development
of NSF guidelines for investigators to submit data to Data Centers in a timely fashion. 

JWS33/E/05-B2 Poster 1635-03
DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING AT THE ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI GEOFISICA
DATA CENTER

L. BADIALI, F. Mele, R. Di Giovambattista and A. Basili (Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica, Via di Vigna
Murata, 605, I-00143 Roma, Italy. E-mail: BADIALI@ingrm.it) 

With the advent of Internet, there was an arise of the request for real time access to seismic
data. In an effort to advance the Italian Telemetered Seismic Network (ITSN) we developed a
new system for acquiring and processing digital and analog signals that makes extensive use
of both standard internet TCP/IP communication protocol and international standard for data
exchange. We identify 5 different levels of available information: (1) triggered or continuous
seismic signals, (2) automatic picking of seismic phases, (3) automatic determination of
earthquake location and magnitude, (4) locations reviewed by a human analyst for prompt
alarm and (5) parameters reviewed and analysed by humans after integration with all the
available data. Each level of information has its own distribution link.
Data are disseminated in two different ways: (1) the system sends data to a predefined list of
targets as soon as they are available or (2) stores them on a server for distribution on request.

JWS33/W/26-B2 Poster 1635-04
INCREASED DEMAND FOR RAPID ACCESS TO UK MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY DATA :
IMPLICATIONS FOR QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES

Ellen CLARKE and Pamela White (both at Global Seismology and Geomagnetism Group, British
Geological Survey, West Mains Road, Edinburgh, EH9 3LA, Scotland. e-mail: e.clarke@bgs.ac.uk)

The scientific and commercial demand for rapid access to UK magnetic observatory data has
steadily increased over recent years, prompting the continued development of the data
processing procedures and quality control standards. The modern user requirements for
accurate as well as timely data has triggered the need for refined automatic quality control
procedures. This paper discusses these procedures, highlighting the different user
requirements in terms of level of accuracy and speed of dissemination of the data products.

JWS33/E/10-B2 Poster 1635-05
DATA PROCESSING IN THE ARCTIC OCEAN DIGITAL BATHYMETRY MODEL

Elena DANIEL (All-Russia Research Institute for Geology and Mineral Resources of the World Ocean,
1, Angliysky pr., St.-Peterburg, 190121, Russia, email: dani@vniio.nw.ru)

A new computer model of the Arctic Ocean is made under the activity IOC/IASC/IHO project
(Macnab & Grikurov, 1997) for building of an international digital bathymetric data base of the
Arctic High Seas. The digital model (bathymetry presented as 10 x 10 km grid) is a first relies
of the compilation of the various Russian and western bathymetry data. These data include
initial observations, digital contours from published bathymetric maps, global data sets. The
compilation has started with the collection, digitisation, formatting, editing, and adjustment of
bathymetric data. The next step included building a coherent digital data base, gridding and
production of computer derived bathymetric maps. The data were processed using common
technological procedure for digital compilation of potential fields and other geophysical data.
However there are some special items in coherence and gridding of bathymetric data due to
higher variability of depth field in comparison with that of magnetic and gravity anomalies.
Methods that provide with grid values calculations according to specific features of bottom
topography (the existence of linearly extended features, complex mosaic relief, offshore zone,
etc.) were used for the constructing of correct digital model. They improved the bathymetry
model especially under conditions sparse data distribution in the Arctic Basin. The digital relief
model will be distributed on CD-ROM as an ASCII-file containing grid values and as a graphic
file that displays bathymetry, and, in addition, as printed maps at a scale of 1:6,000,000. 

JWS33/E/03-B2 Poster 1635-06
POST-PROCESSING OF SEISMIC EVENTS RECORDED BY THE ISTITUTO NAZIONALE
DI GEOFISICA SEISMOGRAPH NETWORK: AN ANALYSIS OF THE ACCURACY OF THE
MAIN DISSEMINATED SEISMIC PARAMETERS

R. DI GIOVAMBATTISTA, F. Mele, A. Marchetti, L. Badiali, S. Baccheschi,P.Battelli, L. Giovani, G.
Modica, L. Piccolini, F. Pirro, M. Pirro, R.Tardini and A. Basili (Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica, Via di
Vigna Murata, 605, I-00143 Roma, Italy. email: digiovam@marte.ingrm.it) 

Some of the most significant advances in seismology have resulted from analysis performed
on the seismic parameters reported in the Bulletins and disseminated by the seismological
data centers. A large fraction of works on travel time residuals and tomography has relied upon
arrival times published by the bulletins. A precise estimate of the onset time of seismic phases
is needed to obtain accurate event locations necessary for seismological studies of spatial
patterns of earthquake hypocenters. To obtain very precise onset times for all seismic signals,
seismological data center mostly rely on the picks provided by their human analysts. However,
the increase in the number of analysts and the quality of arrivals reported in bulletins has also
been debated. We present the results of an analysis aimed to estimate the quality of phase
arrivals. A comparison between the arrival times reported in the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica
(ING) bulletins and those retimed in an effort to obtain accurate pickings for a tomographic
study is also presented. 

JWS33/W/23 -B2 Poster 1635-07
GIS TOOLS TO STRUCTURE THE CENTRAL ANDES ON A REGIONAL SCALE

H.-J. GOETZE and S. Mohr (FU Berlin, Institut fuer Geologie, Geophysik und Geoinformatik,
Malteserstr. 74-100, D-12249 Berlin, Germany, email: hajo@geophysik.fu-berlin.de)

For the last ten years the Central Andes fold belt is focus of scientific investigations conducted
within the frame of the ''Collaborative Research Center 267 -- Deformation Processes in the
Andes''. Over the years a wealth of data from various disciplines of geosciences has been
compiled. To handle this information, and to support an interdisciplinary and international
cooperation among involved scientists, the establishment, organization and maintenance of a
diversified GIS was necessary, and a data catalogue was set up, which is available on the Web
under URL: http://userpage.fu-berlin.de/~data.
Application of GIS methods allows structuring of the remote mountainous region of the Central
Andes on a regional scale, which is generally marked by a lack of infrastructure and by
topographic extremes. Numeric procedures, such as statistical methods, filter techniques or
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